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Family island farm game adventure

Home'Games'Simulation'Family Island - Farm Adventure Game Family Island - Farm Adventure Game - is an exciting farm simulator for your smartphone in which you help a family of natives to survive on a desert island. The family consists of four people-farmer Bruce and the day before need your help because their past form is very badly destroyed by an
erupting volcano with its lava. Throughout the gameplay you will need to help them create a new farm, and do everything possible to ensure that all their crops give a good harvest. Build new buildings, planting crops and solve many problems and difficulties along the way. Feel like you're in the Stone Age, where there's no technology and create a farm. Open
the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. What would your life be like without modern technology on a desert island? Immerse yourself in the simplicity of the primitive world with a modern Stone Age family in this exciting standalone adventure game. Stuck on a remote island, a family of four - Bruce, Eva and their children - needs your guidance and help
start a new family home from scratch and navigate through various family life situations with humor. After their previous city was destroyed by a volcanic eruption, help this family build a thriving city, all while looking for a way to reconnect with their family and beloved tribe. In this farm game, their world may seem ancient and alien without modern day
technologies, but their daily family life and relationships are very relatable in today's world. Family Island™ is a farm game full of unexpected twists and exciting adventures! FEATURES: - Enjoy your adventure in the Stone Age! Get creative and start farming using cool ancient technology- In this farm game, you can unleash your inner explorer and set on an
exciting adventure on a new island-start your own family farm on a desert island! Grow crops and craft useful goods to trade with other characters-Set up a farm with beautiful decorations- Get to know the family better and guide them through exciting quests and life stories on this island game____________Subscribe on our social feeds to be aware of the
upcoming update:Facebook 16 Dec 2020 Version 202017.1.10615 YAY! WINTER ADVENTURES! Sail to Fir Island and help Rudy charm the Icesnoozer house. Wake up Firmen on Gift Island, set off fireworks and get festive decor! The island is here for 17 days starting at level 8! Stunning events on Treasure Island! Collect the golden sand and make the
golden keys! The island is here for 4 days starting at level 10! Travel with the Shaman of the Tribal Council to Maskelon Island! Find Silverine and find out the secret of the mysterious statue! The expedition is available from level 37! Cute characters, interesting progress, wide production and resources. I just love him! Thank you) Just great ! Enjoy Cool!
Thanks for the warm reviews! Join us on Facebook: The developer, Melsoft, pointed out that the application's privacy practices may include data processing, as described below. For more information, you can learn about the developer's privacy policy. The following data can be used to track you through apps and websites owned by other companies: The
following data can be collected and related to your identity: Buying Location Contact User Content Identifiers use Data Diagnostics Other data privacy methods may vary, for example, from the features you use or your age. Learn more about the FOLLOW US Open mac App Store's privacy policy for buying and downloading apps. What would your life be like
without modern technology on a desert island? Immerse yourself in the simplicity of the primitive world with a modern Stone Age family in this exciting standalone adventure game. Stuck on a remote island, a family of four - Bruce, Eva and their children - needs your guidance and help start a new family home from scratch and navigate through various family
life situations with humor. After their previous city was destroyed by a volcanic eruption, help this family build a thriving city, all while looking for a way to reconnect with their family and beloved tribe. In this farm game, their world may seem ancient and alien without modern day technologies, but their daily family life and relationships are very relatable in
today's world. Family Island™ is a farm game full of unexpected twists and exciting adventures! FEATURES: - Enjoy your adventure in the Stone Age! Get creative and start farming using cool ancient technology- In this farm game, you can unleash your inner explorer and set on an exciting adventure on a new island-start your own family farm on a desert
island! Grow crops and craft useful goods to trade with other characters-Set up a farm with beautiful decorations- Get to know the family better and guide them through exciting quests and life stories on this island game____________Subscribe to our social feeds to be aware of upcoming updates:Facebook 16 December, 2020 version 202017.1.10615!
WINTER ADVENTURES! Sail to Fir Island and help Rudy charm the Icesnoozer house. Wake up Firmen on Gift Island, set off fireworks and get festive decor! The island is here for 17 days starting at level 8! Stunning events on Treasure Island! Collect the golden sand and make the golden keys! The island is here for 4 days starting at level 10! Travel with
the Shaman of the Tribal Council to Maskelon Island! Find Silverine and find out the secret of the mysterious statue! The expedition is available from the 37th Love the whole concept! Great art, great characters, love, which you can sometimes choose what the answers the characters give. My biggest problem is that the bathroom and shower brakes. They
barely give energy as is.... why make it harder to keep them. It's This. it makes no sense to have them. Also, we should be able to use any amount of energy we are left to go to braids, stones, etc. to help bring down the cost. So if the tree is 114 but your upper limit is 72, you should be able to use all 72 to that tree so you can come back later, maybe finish
pounding it. It seems that it is terribly difficult to accumulate the necessary amount. Of course, I'm currently only level 13, so maybe once you get a little higher, it'll be a little easier???? Also, the current holiday love island and island birds seem almost impossible to pass through if you pay for gems to get dynamite. I had to stop wasting my energy on these
reasons I didn't really get anywhere. I understand you have to make money too, but that shouldn't be impossible. Throw random ads for energy or something to help. Thank you so much for your feedback on our game. We always collect user feedback and emails that we can apply with updates. We've sent your feedback to our developers. Thank you for not
wanting to send us your suggestions! Update: After almost completing the Treasure Island and taking and finding time pieces my fountain still won't be updated! Pease help. When I started this game it was so interesting and fun. I didn't sleep until 5am not being able to put it down and it quickly became my favorite game. I deleted most of my other games and
just played this one. Today I am very disappointed with that. Usually when a new island opens, you get a lot of items that give energy and play for a long time. Since the beginning of the new Treasure Island yesterday, I haven't been able to move anywhere. Once I get the energy it's gone with one item and I have to wait a few hours to just spend less than 2
minutes of play. I'm so upset. I'm an elderly disabled man, and this is my escape. I finished the last treasure island journey ahead of time. I found all the time pieces and cleaned the island. Yet my fountain is never updated! This new mission looks like I'll never get it finished and find pieces almost impossible to do to lack of energy. Even the videos that you
can watch to earn rubies have become limited. After two videos he says I have to wait 8 hours before I can open these trunks or collect rubies on the shore. Why has this changed? I hope you can fix it. I really wanted to give you 5 stars, but I just got so worse! Thank you. We are very sorry that you have experienced such inconveniences. Please click on the
link below and find the contact section. We hope to help you as soon as possible. that I have a great time with this game before the Christmas event. At first it came at the beginning and completely broken, and I was wondering if it was even but the game really just needs to be updated. It refreshed and got fixed and my progress event got reset as expected.
Then I played through the event a second time and got pretty far into the star island before it got Apparently there were more bugs that needed to be fixed, so progress needed to be reset and fortunately time got reset too. But the second game through I bought the smallest package of gems and collected some gems that I specifically used to buy energy so I
could get things done quickly and progress in the Christmas event. Now I got 300 gems for my progress to receive a reset and was told that I would get my gems I spent well in case time comes back to me so ID be officially on the square one with compensation for failing to do it again. But I never got my extra gems. I went to support and they repeated that
you got your gems in every way possible, not actually helping me in the situation. I paid the money but they didn't really care about giving me compensation for the money I paid, which turned me out of the game almost immediately afterwards. I really enjoyed the game, but I don't want to play it anymore, because if I encounter a problem that only affects me
directly I know I won't get the support I need. Could you tell us more about the problem you're facing? Just open the game and click the Support button. We hope to help you as soon as possible. The developer, Melsoft, pointed out that the application's privacy practices may include data processing, as described below. For more information, you can learn
about the developer's privacy policy. The following data can be used to track you through apps and websites owned by other companies: The following data can be collected and related to your identity: Purchase Location Contact Contact Contact User Content Identifiers use Data Diagnostics Other data privacy methods may vary, for example, depending on
the features you use or your age. Learn more about the developer's website privacy policy
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